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RESOURCE UN IT I

GEOGRAPHY i:ND TERR I TOR IAL
GRUNTH IN THE UN I TED :1-/ATES

SUGGESTED TIME: 3-15 WEEKS

A. INTRODUCTION:
11-6=i7,iire two main purposes of this section; one is to re-

fresh the student's knowledge of basic geographic data. This
review will be one of analysing the United States internally and
in comparison with the rest of the world.

rne second purpose is to re-examine American immigration
and migration patterns. Hera are focuses on who came to this
country, when they eame, why they chose America as their new
home, and where they settled within the country. Clearly, one
aspect of America's greatness is the functioning of many dif-
ferent peoples of various ethnic backgrounds in one society.

In the course of this oreliminary overview the students
should strengthen and broaden their ability .;:o do research, to
communicate, and, above all, to think.

B. MAJOR UNDERSTANDINGS:
TT4771arge questions must be posed and answered sufficiently

in order to form the basis for the next few, sections: What is
the basic lay of the land on which events occurred? Who are the
various groups of people who were participants? Study of these
should lead to an understanding of the geography of the United
States and of the process of peopling.

Note tc teacher: These aims and generalizations should
be reviewed with tha students before
attempting the development of this
resource unit.

C. AIMS
17 To gain an intelligible outline of the geography and

territorial growth of the United States.
2. To gain an intelligible outline of the sequence by

which the United States was peopled.

D. GENERALIZATIONS
1. The growth of a civilization is closely associated with

the geography of the land, the natural resources, and
the peoples' utilization of these factors.

2. American development spans 350 years; half of this time
was in colonial status.

3. The population growth of the United States was gradual
until the 1870's. From 1870 to the turn (.1 the century
population growth became very rapid.
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MOTIVATING QUESTIONS FOR TWO YEAR SEQUENCE

1. What is a Civilization?

2. How has civilization developed in the United States setting?

3. The roots of which civilizations are in the United States?

4. What are some distinctive aspects of United States' develop-
ment?

Teacher should draw on students previous experience with
other civilizations (Asian, Western, etc.)

Note: The above questions are the underlying theme of the
two year program and should be referred to at timely
intervals.

Resources:
1. Transparencies of civilizations and cultures
2. Acpendix - World Political Map--World Confrontations of

Imperialistic powers. ( Appendix E -]. and I)
3. Fcreword from Max Lcrner's America as a Civilization.

(Refer to following pages)



FOREWORD

AMERICANS are beginning to turn a searchlight cn themselves and
their civilization, and interpret both to the world. The present
study is intended as a tria:e essay in this direction.

I start with what the book is not--neither a history of
American civilization nor a description of life today in the
American regions, states, and ckeies. Both have been done well
by a number of scholars and journalists. Nor have 1 written
here an indictment or apologia, either a celebration of "the
American way" or a lament about it. Finally, this is not a
"whither, whither" book embodying the prophecy of disaster. In
short, those who are looking for the historical, the descriptive,
the polemic, or the apocalyptic must look elsewhere.

What I have tried, rather, is to grasp--however awkwardly- -
the pattern and inner meaning of centempoeary American civil-
ization and its relation to the world of today.

A personal word may not be out of place. You write a book
not for the elaborate reasons you spell out but mainly because
you can't help it. Whatever I have written, thought, felt in
the past has converged on the grand theme of the nature and
meaning of thf American experience. Whenever I have tried to
chip off a fragment--on American government, on liberalism, on
foreign policy, on morals--I found that it lost some of its
meaning when torn from the rest. Yet to attempt -The subject as
a whole seemed a formidable, even arrogant, task. In 1945 I
finally overrode my hesitation and started the book on its
present scale. It has '.een more than a decade in the writing.

No American, perhaps no one alive today, cen pretend to
view American civilization with an anthropological detachment.
The "anthropological attitude" (Kroeber) and the "sense of
cultural shock" (Benedict) come from seeing values in a culture
almost wholly disparate from your own. No American can achieve
detachment in studying America, and I doubt whether even a
European or Asian can. Paraphrasing Lord Acton, one might say
that the only detached student of American civilization would
be a dead one, since he would no longer care. The best you
can do to achieve perspective is to keep a certain emotional
distance from your subject. When the subject is your own
people and civilization it is hard to keep the distance. Your
hopes and fears for America manage to break through and color
the analysis.

Obviously any book about America published at a time cf
international discorel and seething world revolution is bound
to be interpreted within this frame of planetary turmoil, and
the question will inevitably be asked whether this beak is "for"
or "against" Ame:gea, whether it is a rosy and euphoric picture
seen in a haze of promise or en unsparing indictment.

e)
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I have tried to avoid both these sins--for an American
the sin of complacency and the sin of self-hatred. I love my
country and my culture, but it is no service to them, nor to the
creed of democracy, to gloss over the rough facts of American
life. Similarly, much have I traveled in the realms of Europe
and Asia--and even in the realms of Marx and Veblen--and if
there is a single count in the anti-American indictment I have
not at some point confronted, it has not been through lack of
diligence or realism. But it would be no service to the most
committed critics of America to give them a distorted picture
of American civilization only in order to nourish their dis-
taste. Let the great world debate about American go on as it
will and must: the task I set for myself is intended to have
no strategic relation to it.

America is by any standard a towering technology and cul-
ture, with economic, military, and political power, the only
rival power-mass being Russia. Wherever you find so much
vitality packed tightly in a segment of human society, it is
evidence of a striking convergence of history, environment,
biological stock, psychological traits, institutional patterns,
collective will and drive. When such a combination catches
fire in the world's imagination and polarizes the emotional
energies of men--whether for love or hate--you have a memorable
civilization.

In dealing with something so provocative it is easy to be
waylaid by the transient and miss the enduring. I have tried
to remember that political struggles and economic programs
wither and grow stale, the controversies which fill the pages
of today's press become jangled images tomorrow, and party
leaders end up as dimly remembered steel-ple.te engravings in
the history bcoks. America is not only changes and chances.
It is also permanence.

That is why the questions I ask about Americans are those
one would ha.,e to ask about the people of any great civilization.
What are their traditions, biological stock, environments? How
do they make a living, govern themselves, handle the inevitable
problems of power and freedom? How are they divided into ethnic
and class groupings? What are they like in their deep and
enduring strains? What is their life history like, in its
characteristic phases from birth to death? How do they court,
marry, bring up and educate children? How do they work, play,
and express their creativeness in art and literature? What are
the connective and orgai:izing principles that hold their civil-
izaticn together? What gods do they worship, what beliefs
hold them in thrall or give them strength, what attitudes do
they own up to, what convictions animate them, what culture
patterns do they move in, what dreams are they moved by, what
myths run:through their being, what incentiveJ propel them, what
fears restrain them, what forms of power invest their striving,
what tensions and divisions tear them apart, what sense of
society cements them?
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What, in short, is it that makes America not "a congeriesof possessors and pursuers,' of individual wills and greedsand collective power, but a civilization?

Reproduced by

Lerner, Max;
United Sta
57-kr-war--

M L

pe- mission:

America As A Civilization: Life and Thought in theTisMay; NaWWISiinon 5-0SZTUstor-;I1157



SECTION I

GEOGRhPHIC LOOK AT THE UNITED STATES
1. INTRODUCTION:

This unit will examine important geographical and topo-
graphical features of the United States along with a
comparison of the United States to other areas of the world
in regard to physical resources (size, minerals, water, etc.);
transportation (natural and man-made to tie the economic
resources of a country together); economic development (steel
production; agricultural production; etc.); population
(density, absolute numbers). In effect this unit should
give the student an understanding of how society puts these
various factors to practical use.

2. AIMS:

a) To show the students that the settlement of patterns
of North America are heavily influenced by the physical geo-
graphy of the area.

b) To have the students understand that many locational
patterns are not environmentally determined. (Patterns
may be historically determinedprecedent set early in the
economic devulopment of the United States---or locational
patterns may be based on marketing theory--industry may
locate near market opportunities.)

c) To have students understand our relative position in
the world today.

d) To have students develop skills in cartography inter-
pretation of charts and graphs.

e) To have students develop an understanding of various
geographic terms.

f) To develop an appreciation of the beauty and grandeur
of America.



QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Question 1
How does the
United States
today compare
with the rest
or the world?
Physical

Resources
a) size
b) minerals
c) water

(coast -
1 rve and
rivers)

Transportation
d) railroads
e) rivers
f) canals
g) air
h) highways

-Economic
Resources
i) steel
j) agricul-

ture
k) mines
1) manufac-

turing
(durable
and non-
durable
production)

Population
m) density
n) absolute

numbers

Provide students with a blank map of the
world. On the map have students label the
names of the countries that are to be used
for comparisons. Also have students write
in oceans, navigable rivers, and major world
canals (i.e. Suez, Panama, Soo, Erie, Inland).

Have students make an overlay of the
United States "drawn to scale" with other
countries selected; have them determine
relative sizes.

Have students find or develop graphs
showing the relative amounts of various
minerals each country has.

Have students develop a graph to show the
amounts of rail, air, and road transportation
each ce-try has compared with other coun-

, tries. (Be sure to remember to have the
countries ranked by area so they have correct
interpretation.)

Have students draw graphs comparing amourts
of steel production, mining, manufacturing of
various goods, and agricultural production
(both quantity and vc.riety) for the various
countries.

Have students, on a new map, darken in
each country being studied relative to its
population density. (Compare countries.
See appendix for details)

The above activities are only suggestions.
Whatever type of activity is used, end the
study by a eiscussioa of 1-ow all these factors
are related.

Other possibilities to accomplish the aims:
a) use of flannel board
b) posters
c) talks by foreign students
d) have students collect actual laterials;

then display them relacive to amount
produced by that country

e) use of overhead projector
f) dittoed materiels for all pupils in

some of all area3
g) films and filmstrips



QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Question 2
How atre the important; Provide students with blank maps of the
topographical and ' United States--have them draw in the chief
climatic regions of mountain systems (White, Green, Appalachian,
the United States I Ozarks, Rockies, Sierras, Coastal, Cascades)
relat.i?

On the same map have students draw in
I important rivers (Connecticut, Tennessee,
1 Arkansas, Red, Colorado, Cumberland, Snake)

a. How is the
quality of the soil
determined by the
topographical and
climatic featumof
the region?

Have students discuss the relation of
these rivers to mountains.(See Appendix D)

Have students develop a climatic map of
the United States using the Koeppen class-
ification: (Introduction to Geography::
Harcourt, Brace b woridf
A. tropical--wet and hot (Florida)

desert--dry (West)
Ca temperate--mild (Baltimore)
Cs meditPrranean--rain in winter (Calif.)
D. continental--cold (Rhode Island)
E. polar (Alaska)

By discussion have the students show the
relationships of climate to topographic
features.

To accomplish the aims other suggestions
would be for
a) develop three dimensional layout of

the United States using clay or plaster
of Paris

b) have a student skit--have each depict
a certain area olf the country by
weather conditions

c) have students collect weather maps from
from the Providence paper over a week
to show weather formations.

Students should develop a map of the
: United States snowing major soil belts
(gray-brown, podzolic, chernozen, etc.)
Note: Refer to classroom geography kit

;for further explanations and suggestions.
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

b. What has been
the rol of soil in
determining the
development of the
United States?
(Diagrams and ex-
planation of soil
types are found in
Harcourt, Brace
World--Introduction
to Geography)

Have students do a graph showing the
basic and acidic soils of the United States.
Students must be able to evaluate the graph

',.to explain the degree of fertility.

Contact the United States Department of
Agriculture for recent soil evaluations.

. Contact the Department of Agriculture
at U.R.I. for possible speakers and for
conditions of the soil in Rhode Island.

, Students should do a series of maps
showing westmard expansion at various -hates
in our history. Discussion should develop
pointing out the importance of soil. (See

'Appendix E-6)

In depth study of the 1930's dust bowl
and the T.V.A. Topics to be considered
ncight be:

Soil Erosion--Its Cause and Prevention
(Lippincott: Living in Social Groups p.282
Inland Transportation (This activity will
tie in with the transportation section
farther on in the unit)

The topic of conservation could be ex-
panded here. It could also ba:tied in with
the activities concerning forestry.

Shell Oil Company has several films.

Have the students investigate such laws
, as the "Wild Rivers Bill".

have a student go to the library and
bring in the book, The Place No One Knew.
(Discuss the destruCTIOTZT-The Glen canyon.

Discuss such present conservation debates
as:

Air pollution, Redwoods, local dams, etc.
(Heath: Amerira PrnhlpmA Talay pp 233-295
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Question 3
What are the major
agricultural regions
and how are they
related to the major
climatic regions?

Have the atudents develop a separate map
of the United States shcwing important
agricultural regions. Design the map by
using appropriate symbols. (pctatoes, green

. vegetables, corn, wheat, citrus fruits,
sugar cane, lumber, rice, dairying, cattle,
and sheep) (See appendix E-10

By discussion show the relationship of
climate to agricultural regions of the
United States.

To accomplish thc aims, another suggestion

would be to sho',1 tb,a, above by:
a) constructing a large mural represent-

ing the United States and psting or
drawing food products in eaun region
or have the pupils bring in the actual
products.

Sub-question 3a
What are the
important locations
of mineral resources
and forest resources?
Where are the main
industrial regions
located within the
United States? Why?

Have students on blank maps of the United
States fill in major mineral areas (copper,
coal, iron ore, tin, oil, aluminum, uranium,
zinc) (Se:: Appendix E-11)

Have studencs locata on the map the areas
in the United States where major industries
are found (steel, ) er, refining, airplane,
auto, food processing, textiles, jewelry,
shipbuild!ng, paper, chemicals, furniture)
(See appewlix E-12)

Discuss with students the relationship
OF mineral areas to industrial areas. Point
out which industries are dependent on the
environment and which are not (for example:
Yodak is located in Rochester only because
the inventor was there; jewelry business in
Rhode Island has an historical pattern;
Milwaukee and the beer industry is largely
determined by an ethnic pattern, not geo-
graphy)

12
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Other possible ways to accomplish the
goals would be:

a) to have students develop models of'
various industries

b) to obtain U.S. eteel, petroleum,
jewelry, films.

c) to have speakers from the various
industries in R.I. such ac a panel
from the Chamber of Commerce.

Have the students drat.; a map showing the
relationship between food processing and
agricultural regions.

Have the students check the labels of
packaged food at home and in the grocery
stores so that they can determine the
major food processing areas.

Students coulc visit a food processing
plant in Providence.

Contact major chemical companies such
as Allied And DuPont for charts and maps
locating synthetic processing plants, and
for diagrams on the procrsses and growth
of synthethic production.

Have students list all synthetic products
in the classroom or in the room at Iome.

Contact one of the mills in R.I. to see e

if a speaker might come in and discuss the
growth of synthetics over natural materials.

Have students draw a diagram showing the
entire process of steel production from the
mini.g of the or through the sale of the
finished product. (Note: Students might
exp.tore the question; WI does iron ore go
to coal rather than vice versa?)

A student might do an in depth study of
Pittsburgh.

A film on steel production might be ob-
tained from one of the major steel companies.

13
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Visit a jewelry industry and rote where
the various gems are mined.

Have the students draw a map showing the
various vegetation regions of the United
States being sure to note the hardwood
versus softwood forest.

Have the students list the various pro-
ducts which can be obtained from trees.
(Students could draw a diagram of a tree
and divide it into the correct percentages
of the use of that tree for its products.)

Have students work with the phrase the
"Forest Primevil". Why did the colonists
describe North America in such terms? What
happened to the "Forest Primevil"? Why is
it there is more Brest area in Rhode Island
today than 50 years ago?

Have students visit a local lumber yc:rd
or construction site and inquire as to the
origins of the various wood materials used.
That is where did they come from? How did
they get there?

Have students check prices of different
woods in a lumber yard. This should be
done to determine if price is based on
availtbility of kinds of wood.

Have a student contact the State Forest
Reserve for a possible speaker on 'Re-
forestation".

Have a group of students working with
the classroom library. List ten different
publishers and the city in which the
particular "house" is located.

Have students list the various forms of
publications i.e. books, magazines, news-
papers, etc.

I

A visit V: the Journal to investigate
various topics, such as: "Types of paper";

1 'Ter Capita Use of Paper Products";"Economy,

1

Social and Political Value of Various Forms
of Published Materials.`

1`1
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Question 4
How necessary is
transportation for
a centralized
economy? (Each
region of the country
specializes in a
product which must
be transported to
other parts of the
country)

Have students develop a cliart showing
freight costs for shipping by ship, truck,
rail, and air.

revelop a map of the United States
showing major canals (relate this to work
already done on T.V.A.), interstate high-
ways, railroad tracks, air terminals, and
port cities. (See appendix E-13,E-14,E-15.)

Develop a problem whereby students are
to determine which way to send freight from
Chicago to New York. (Consider cost,
special transportation problems, acessibility,
etc.) Some products might be: orchids,
coal, plywood, dresses, silver.--Relate
the two exercises above.

Have a student do a report on the build-
ing of the Eric Canal.

Final Discussion: Show the necessity of
transportation on the development of indub-
try (for example, the importance of the Soo
Canal being used to transport iron or to
coal areas - -steel mills--of Pennsylvania.)

Nave students project what means of
transportation might become more prominent
in the future. What entirely new modes
might develop? For example, high speed
transit).

Contact the Penn Central for information
or speaker on the new Turbs Train, or Green
Airport to discuss the possibility of its
becoming a New York City Airport.

Investigate through current news media
the development of the San Francisco Bay
Area Rapid 'Transit System.

Have a student check the various trucks
and buses at the Atwells Avenue Route 95
exit ramp for products and origins of
transit.

Have the students attempt to locate the
origin of each of the items in their class-
room.
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At the end of section I students should have acquired the
following knowledge:

Terms: basic
ascidic
continent
country
navigable rivers
ice free port
inlet
canal
durable goods
nondurable goods
absolute number
density
key
legend
fertility
podzolic

civilization
chernozen
south vs. downhill
fold mountain
source/mouth
relationship of river to mountain

and vice versa
topography
climate vs. weather
types of climate
mineral
manufactured product
erosion
megalopolis
synthetic
publishing

Skills:
imp making and reading
graph making and reading
developed the use of and need for keys and legends
establish the relationships between statistical matter
ability to convert statistical matter into graphs or maps

and vice versa

Content:
Teacher should develop a test to determine if the students
have understood the aims stated at the beginning of the
unit.

Refer to appendix and skills book for aid and ideas.

4 r
0
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Resource Materials

Hammond: Atlas of American History

Oxford Economic Atlas

Rand McNally: Godde's World Atlas, Shepard's Historical Atlas

VanNostrand: Earth Science

Rand McNally: Classroom Atlas

Harcourt, Brace and World: Introduction to Geography

Audio Visual Material
G-13 Geography of New England
SS-C-11 Coast to Coast Geograely from the air
Tr-ss-47-61 Regions of the United States
Alpha Map Transparencies
Tr-ss-31 Territorial Growth of the U.S.
Tr-ss-36 Territorial Expansion

Movies
Modern Talking Picture Service Inc.
1'18 Commonwealth Avenue
L 4ton, Maosachusetts 02134

1. Discover Greyhound America
2. The American Trail

Prentice Hall: Geographic Background to United Statss

Lippincott: Living in Social Groups p. 282 (T.V.A.)

Heath: American Problems Today pp. 233-295

1
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SECTION 11

PEOPLING OF THE UNITED STATES

QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES MATERIALS.

To what degree Have students develop a map
does the popula- of the Un'ted States showing
tion distribution populatioi by density at three
compare and re- points in time. (1910,1940,1980)
fleet the economic (Appendix E-18)
activities of the Have students compare this
United States? population density map with the

areas where industries are con-
Note To Teacher: centrated. What relationships
This question are apparent?
attempts to tie
together Section! Develop a mat showing popula-
on geography and tion by states. Use this to
Section II con- show the difference between a
cerning Peopling. density and a population map.
If the teacher (Appendix E-17)
prefers to intro-
duce Peopling with
another approach
feel free to use
your own judge-
ment.)
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NOTE TO TEACHERS

Concerning the section on Peopling, the six questions
in this section are highly related and could be exkdored and
studied as an integrated topic. Most of the questions rely
on the same reference material.

Various means of class organization may be attempted
(one student might explore one question at a time or all of
the questions together.) The class as a whole might explore
each question separately or all of the questions as an inte-
grated topic. One might UlVide the class into groups or
individuals who might explore a given question and then divert
to a general class discussion on the entire section. If one
chooses to use the suggested activities the above groupings
could be implimented.
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES,

Question 1
what is the
ethnic composi-
tion of Rhode
Island compared
with the country
as a wnold?

;MATERIALS

Students might draw charts ,Blanchard,
and maps of the ethnic com- ;Walter; The
position of the United States !Inner City
and compare it with the state ofd
Rhode Island. Comparisons might` Providence
then be drawn between the United !Journal Almanac
States as a whole and the devia-Ipp. 72 ff.
tion evidenced In Rhode Island.

World Almanac
Some students might prepare

report& of the ethnic composi- U.S. Census of
tion of the city. (Neighbor- :Population of
hood, ghettos-Federal Hill, Fox ;R.I., 1960
Point, Smith Hill, South Provi-
dence.) .Historical

'StatistiCei of
Students might find it in- the U.S.

terestlng to determine the
ethnic composition of their Statistical
school and also the neighbor- Abstract. of the
hoods of the city represented. United States

Hamond: Atlas
Students might develop a Of American

graph showing the percentage of History
the total popu:ation which is

6 27constituted by each ethnic group.Benefic
How Immigrants

Students might do a book niiiribute to
report cn Beyond the Melting Pot.Our Culture

TTSI, p 13,
pp. 12-13

The Immigrants'
.x genre (Arp;
p. 26

Houghton-Miffli
ChAnging
Fre-Lropolis
pp. 140-143

U.S. History
Scott, Foresman
p.270 & 383

Holt. Rinehart E
'inston
Problems of
Nmocracy
p. 2-80
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QUESTIONS

Question 2
hat is a native
population?

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Have a representative from Refer to
a R.I. Indian tribe discuss his

1

ppendix
peoplOs' henitage in New Eng-

What is an land (as representative of the MH: The
immigrant? iU.S.) India/III.

,American
Which immigrant

4 Play the current records on ffigiory J50
group enteined the Indian protest (Buffy St. Marie
native population (If so desired here might be an mericans All
during each of appropriate place to recognize eries - People
the following and understand the present day lof the South-
periods in problems and contributions of li:g-S1
American history? our Indian population.)

Prior to 1636
(pre-colonial) Have the students draw a map tage Ser es

1636 to 1789 locating at least 50 Indian
(colonial) tribes.

1789 to 1829
(federalist) Have students develop a time Hammond: Atlas
1830 to 1878 line showing continuous influx of American
(mid-nineteenth of now ethnic groups. Each History

century) time have them re-evaluate who
1878 to 1917 now becomes the "dominant The American
(progressive) native population." nalans

1914 to 1941
(mid-century) Have the students draw 1 AMH # 51

1941 to present map showing the paths of ex-
(Stress internal ploration and areas explored. DeCante, Currant
migration--suburbs & Dante: U.S.
to urban from rural Have students draw a map History

showing the colonial areas
ontrelled by European nations.
(Discussion might ensue in
hick the possibilities of
onfrontations would develop.
Students t.ight also explain the
ossible methods of solving
hese conflicts.) (4ppendix 7)

'MATERIALS

erican Heri-

Census

What were the con-
flicts involved in
each of the above
processes of
assimilation?

Allen Betts:
History of

Grossier:
Me :terim
Americ n History

Have students refer to maps Shafer-Augspinge
nd charts compiled in question iicLemore C Fin-
wo. tilstein:

S400I History.
Uf-R6G747--
America

ComRarative
political Sys-
temSF7T4-26
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES MATERIALS

Forbes: Indians
in Ameri-a-ri
Past

Hagan: The
American Indian

Sankowsky:
Sociology for
High School
p. 67, 103, 172,
227, 271
(Indians)

Allyn & Bacon:
High School
Sociology
p. 140-146

VilYiStge'sP
various groups
come to this
country?

A group might examine the
Age of Exploration to determine
why Europeans were interested
in lands outside of Europe.
(Refer back to the maps the
students drew on exploration.)

Have students use the time
:ine; Ydel,,w each immigrant group
have them list reasons why the
various groups came at the
particular time. (Appendix K )
(Here introd,Ice voluntary vs.
involuntary movement.)

One group of students might
report to the class on the
following topics:

When did slavery develop?
Why did it flourish in the

sixteenth and seventeexth
centuries?

How were slaves obtained?
What part of what is now the

United States was best
suited for slavery? Why?

How was it justified under
English law?

American Book:
History USA
Check index on
immigration.

Scott-Foresman:
Developing the
Ameacan
Colonei p.28

McGraw-Hill:
The E-,inninks
of -Tuner5ca

American
Historical
Asso%iation:
Emi ration and
mmigration
# 51

Rand McNally:
A History of
American
YEFTIFSfion
p. 19 (17--
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES I MATERIALS

,'End with discussion showing
how people usually feel "pushed
out" (compelled, unhappy, etc.)
of their home country and feel
"pulled" (attracted) to another
country for various reasons
(i.e. economic, political, and
social reasons). Point out how
involuntary moves cannot be
classified in this manner.

Heath:
Immigration:
A Study in
American
Values p.75 ff.

B',uai
Out of Mangy

B'nai B'rith
Paths to the
New Wof-17---
pp. 1-14

Negro in the
Making of
America

The American
yearo

Film:
History of
fh-dNegiO
1776.71.ts)
State Library
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIV7TIES

Question 4
What is
assimilation

How is/has this
been accomplioned
in society?

What are some of
the reactj,ons to
assimil ation

Have students discuss how
each of the following might
be (and has been) a means of
assimilation

ex. Jewish
politics ex. Irish
open-housing law
crime ex. Mafia
occupations ex. Irish
advantages and disadvantages

of civil service and
labor unions

language ex. British

entertainment
athletics ex. Negro
timing (what was the

native population; when)

Relate the assimilation to
the time line to show how dif-
ferent groups usci different
methods.

Have studente debate the
"Melting Pot theory" compared
with the newer "Beyond the
Melting Pot theory".

MATERIALS

Rand Mcrally:
A History of
American Im-
migration
p. 20 ff. p.59

Oxford:
Minorities in
the U.S. pp.1-
-3-Er

Scott Foresman:
The Social
Setting of
Thf6Tif.ance
pp. Ii0--
p. 34 if.

B'nai B'rith
Out of Many
i5F-T-14717

Heath:
Immigration:
A7Study in
American
Values pp. 1-4,
113 ff.

Have students report on these Signet: The
events which prevented assimila- Great Hunger
Lion:

Alien and Sedition Acts (1799 McGraw-Hill:
Know-Nothing Party Our Oriental
Gentlemen's Agreement Americans
Chinese Exclusion Act pp. 1-18 ff.
Johnson-Reed Act
McCarron - Walter Immigration Crisis in

and Naturalization Act IMICTJ17-13
Ku Klux Klan White
Anti-Masonic Party and other

fraternal orders Beyond the
Professional groups that Melting Pot
discriminate (for example:

AF of L until 1955) Scott Foresman
Application proceJures The Social
Anti-semitism setting 6r

nito erance
p. 61 ff7--

r)

'7 .1
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES %MATERIALS

Students might study A.E.P.:
situations that hinder The Immigrant's
assimilation around the world. :111perience

English vs. Asians via Africa'
Irish in Northern Ireland B'nai B'rith:
Biafra Paths to the
Israel - Arabs World
Sikhs
Children of American soldiers Houghton-Mifflin

abroad Immigrants in
Banta in Rwanda - Burundi American Life
Apartheid in Union oZ South

Africa Quardrangle
Rhodesia Books: The

Puerto Rans
Have a student do a report

on John F. Kennedy's A Nation McGraw-Hill:
of Immigrants. Latin Americans

of he South-
Have students report on these'west

forces which aided or do aid the'
immigrant group: Anti-Semitism,

Amendments 13, 14, 15 in the church's
Amendment 19 closet.
Amendment 24
Civil Rights Act 1965 Dietionary,of
Open-housing law American HistorN
Brown vs. Board of Education
Granger Laws UN of Chicago
NLRA Press: American
Advertising and application Immigration

procedures
Private organization (Anti- 'American Jewish

Defamation League, etc.) :Corp.: Citizens
Ecumenism from the
Now Immigration Law (1965) 'Caribbean

Tramigrtior
1561172.X.

Let the Lady
told Upper
Read

'Prentice Hall:
Immigratio
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTeM ACTIVITIES MATERIALS

Note: Specific
laws are referred
to in several
standard American
History Texts.

B'nai B'rith:Teachir-
tempt

B'nai B'rith:
Roots of Bias

J. Husey - Ed.
An Antidote to
Poverty

Check standard
textbook index
for immigration
laws.

Allyn 6 Bacon:
Hi h School
661515E

pp. 327-338, 355

Heath: Our
Changingncial
Order pp.238-249

Metropolis:
Values in Conflict
pp. 203-234

Sinai Btrixh: A
Nation of Immigrantr

Holt, Rinehart
Winston: Problems
of Democrac
PP.

A.B.C. pamphlet 9E

Sinai B'rith: The
Puerto Rica, s
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QUESTIONS ± SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES I MATERIALS

B'hai
Patterns of
Minority 'Relations

b'nai B'rith: Of

..tieLt;e$Jess grid
pther Americans

?rentice Hall:
The Indian .n
America's Past

A.J.C.: What is
a Jew?

A.J.C.: Life is
Fun in aril
air Skinned Wbfld

A.J.C.: Children
and Disc7irtnnirelon

A.J.C.: leaching
About Human Rights

Holt, Rinehart 8
Winston: Modern
Sociology p.

AEP: Nero Vizws
of America

a'nai B'rith: They
and We

Films:
Vbay in the Night

of Jonathan Mole
byA.D.L.

An American Girl
by A.D.L.

Cost the First
Story by A.D.L.

For White Chistians
Only by A.D.L.
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QUESTIONS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES MATERIALS

Question &
How has
immigration
contributed t')
the growth of
American culture?

Have students A°1 biogra-
phies on outstandinc, immi-
grants (see appendix )

Have a panel discussion
on contributions of various
groups.

Have class write assays
on the inscription of the
Statue of Libarty.

Have students vele-play
life on Ellis Island.

Have current events re-
port on:

Cuban refugees
Berlin Wall
Hong Kong (overcrowding)
Viet Nam Refugees

Use appropriate films

Have students bring in
foods or clothing contribute
b y various ethnic groups.

Have students play a lan-
guage game using slang terms
chow/paste...

Films:
IImmigration
(state film at
R.I.C.)

The Golden Door
by A.D.L.

The Inheritance
by A.D.L.

Transparencies:
Titic II (6TY-
TRSS-57-ggg
Immigration in
the United States

40 American

Nobel & Nobel:
Makers of American
NM..ory

ibid. previous
question

Oxford: Minorities
in the U.S.

Kennedy: A Nation
of Immigrants

Stanek: How
Immigrants Con-
tributed to our
nfEre
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By the end of Section II, students should have an understanding
of the following:

Terns:
ethnicity
immigration
migration -

emigration
native population
in migration
out migration
urban
rural
demography
acculturation

ghetto
surburban
WASP
slavery
indentured servant
assimilation
Melting pot theory
de facto segregatIon
integration
anti-semitism
culture
exile
political refugee
confrontati

Skirl:
Time line
Use of footnote when writing reports
Use of an index
Use of table of contents

Content:
Develop a test to determine if the students have under-
stood the specific aims as stated at the beginning of
this unit.

Additional Activities:
Stud..nt reperts on topics listed in Appendix P. .


